Pressure washer burner wiring diagram
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wiring diagram. Thread starter Steven Button Start date Apr 3, Steven Button Administrator. I'm
looking for the wiring diagram for a v Wayne burner Help please!! Russ Johnson Equipment
Expert. This is the entire owner's manual for HydroTek Pro Line machines. The diagram you
want is on page 20, in the top frame. Thanks Russ, I found that one earlier - however it's still not
working :shocked: I don't have the time, patience or skills to piss about with it anymore I'm
going to get a tech to look at it, hopefully I can have a few months of trouble free operation from
the hydrotek. Thanks again for taking the time to post the manual! You must log in or register to
reply here. It is intended to be used as a guide only. The following is a diagram for one of our
hot water pressure washers. Pressure washer burner wiring diagram. Be certain all quick
coupler fittings are secured before using pressure washer. Customer satisfaction survey
customer survey ups survey pressure washer support documents pressure washer manual hot
water pressure washer manual sewer jetter tip types warranty information cat pump extended
storage guidelines cat pump preventative maintenance schedule general pump maintenance
guide all pump spec sheets customer forms line of credit application form new customer
signup. Warning re burner fuel. Hpb 3ph v burner wtime delay shut down wiring diagram rev b
color electrical diagrams hpb auto startstop 3ph hz v burner wiring diagram rev a bw. On way to
keep the wiring straight is to label them with small pieces of tape with numbers. Inspect burner
and burner control operation before each use. Always check the fuel level in the tank before
running the washer. Read this before you operate your hot water pressure washer. Failure to do
so may result in an explosion. Hot water pressure washer manual important. Failure to do this
could result in injury from a whipping wand. See maintenance repair for frequency of servicing.
See page 5 for detailed burner start up instructions. This machine must be attended during
operation. Never make adjustments on machine while in operation. If you can provide the full
model and serial from the model tag on the machine i would be happy to send you a wiring
diagram. Do not use gasoline crankcase oil any oil containing gasoline or any other volatile
substance. Without a wiring diagram or map remember this one piece of advice above all else
dont disconnect the burner wiring without recording how it was connected. Fill the diesel
burner fuel tank with 2 diesel fuel kerosene or approved alternate fuel. If you suspect a problem.
Use only northstar brand or equivalent washer chemicals designed for pressure washer use. To
get the best use of your pressure washer please read the manual carefully. It contains all the
information. Do not confuse gasoline and diesel fuel tanks. Do not run the fuel pump dry. A
landa 5 pressure washer garden question. Grip cleaning wand securely with both hands before
starting. Pump burner fuel filter burner coil and electrodes require periodic checking and
servicing to keep pressure washer functioning efficiently. Do not operate the unit with a
malfunctioning burner or burner controls. Need wiring diagram for the burner on. The model tag
is normally located on either the frame of the equipment or on the side of the electrical panel.
Power Flame Incorporated. Installation Operation Maintenance Manual. Burner Wiring Diagram
Envirospec. Magnum Series Owner S Manual. Generac Wiring Field 17 Stromoeko De. Post a
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washers are designed to tackle the toughest messes wherever they may occur. Simply by
heating up the water, a hot water pressure washer delivers dramatically improved cleaning
power compared to a cold water machine. Hot water pressure washers are especially useful for
cleaning sticky, greasy, or oily surfaces, because they will loosen the dirt much faster without
the large amounts of soap, detergent, or other cleaning chemicals that must be used with a cold
water system. A hot water pressure washer is essential for any cleanup job involving a sticky,
greasy, or oily mess, as well as for applications where a surface must be sanitized. With a
variety of models available, including self-contained mobile units with gas, diesel, or electric
power, Hydro Tek hot water pressure washers can go anywhere and clean anything. Some
common applications include heavy equipment cleaning, vehicle cleaning, graffiti removal,
restaurant hood vent cleaning, and livestock facility cleaning. From simple beginnings in ,
Hydro Tek has grown to become the most trusted name in the pressure washer manufacturing
industry. How did we do it? By continually focusing on quality and reliability as the key to
customer satisfaction, and by incorporating the latest technologies into our design and
manufacturing processes. By , we were using computer-aided drafting systems to refine our

product designs and improve efficiency. In , we brought the power of computers to the shop
floor by incorporating laser-cutting and other CNC manufacturing machinery, and in we began
focusing on improving efficiency through the latest manufacturing techniques. The end result
has been superior products delivered at a superior value to our customers. Through the next
decade, we look forward to fulfilling our vision of making our products the "obvious choice" for
all your industrial and commercial cleaning needs. When you buy Hydro Tek, you're already
getting a great value for your money. But you can enjoy even more savings by taking advantage
of various special offers honored throughout our nationwide dealer network. Check out our
latest national specials:. Becoming a Hydro Tek dealer is an excellent way to grow your
business, because superior design, quality, and value allow the Hydro Tek product line to thrive
in even the toughest economy. We offer plenty of support to ensure our dealers' success.
Contact us today to learn more. Hot Water Pressure Washers Hydro Tek hot water pressure
washers are designed to tackle the toughest messes wherever they may occur. Advantages of a
Hot Water Pressure Washer Simply by heating up the water, a hot water pressure washer
delivers dramatically improved cleaning power compared to a cold water machine. Hot Water
Pressure Washer Applications A hot water pressure washer is essential for any cleanup job
involving a sticky, greasy, or oily mess, as well as for applications where a surface must be
sanitized. Customer satisfaction survey customer survey ups survey pressure washer support
documents pressure washer manual hot water pressure washer manual sewer jetter tip types
warranty information cat pump extended storage guidelines cat pump preventative maintenance
schedule general pump maintenance guide all pump spec sheets customer forms line of credit
application form new customer signup. Inspect burner and burner control operation before each
use. Pressure washer burner wiring diagram. If you suspect a problem. Warning re burner fuel.
It is intended to be used as a guide only. Use only northstar brand or equivalent washer
chemicals designed for pressure washer use. Failure to do this could result in injury from a
whipping wand. To get the best use of your pressure washer please read the manual carefully.
Always check the fuel level in the tank before running the washer. Failure to do so may result in
an explosion. Fill the diesel burner fuel tank with 2 diesel fuel kerosene or approved alternate
fuel. Do not run the fuel pump dry. The following is a diagram for one of our hot water pressure
washers. Grip cleaning wand securely with both hands before starting. If there isnt a wiring
diagram mapping out the wiring of a pressure washer isnt a bad idea. This machine must be
attended during operation. Do not operate the unit with a malfunctioning burner or burner
controls. It contains all the information. See maintenance repair for frequency of servicing. See
page 5 for detailed burner start up instructions. On way to keep the wiring straight is to label
them with small pieces of tape with numbers. Do not use gasoline crankcase oil any oil
containing gasoline or any other volatile substance. Without a wiring diagram or map remember
this one piece of advice above all else dont disconnect the burner wiring without recording how
it was connected. The model tag is normally located on either the frame of the equipment or on
the side of the electrical panel. Be certain
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all quick coupler fittings are secured before using pressure washer. Read this before you
operate your hot water pressure washer. Hot water pressure washer manual important. If you
can provide the full model and serial from the model tag on the machine i would be happy to
send you a wiring diagram. Need wiring diagram for the burner on. Hpb 3ph v burner wtime
delay shut down wiring diagram rev b color electrical diagrams hpb auto startstop 3ph hz v
burner wiring diagram rev a bw. Pump burner fuel filter burner coil and electrodes require
periodic checking and servicing to keep pressure washer functioning efficiently. Do not confuse
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